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Science vs. Evolution

—————————
Chapter 28 ———
EIGHTEEN FACTORS
DISPROVING EVOLUTION

Evolution flunks
the science test

—————————
Irreducible complexity—Biochemists and microbiologists have
discovered that the various components of every living creature in
the world are so complicated and interrelated, that it could not function without every one of them. There is no way that some of the
parts could have been added later.
Instantaneous complexity—Each entire living creature had to
be totally assembled instantly, in order for it to begin living. If this
was not done, parts would decay before other parts were made. All
aspects had to be there together, all at once.
Mathematically impossible—Mathematicians have found that
the likelihood of DNA, enzymes, amino acids, and proteins being
randomly assembled by the chance methods offered by evolutionary theory is impossible.
Intelligently designed—Everything in creation—from the largest galaxy to the smallest atom—reveals the fact that it was planned,
designed, and constructed by an Intelligent Being of the highest
intellect and capabilities.
Complicated interrelated functions of separate systems—All
of the various structures and organs in every living thing are marvelously interrelated. In order to maintain its existence, each part
depends on many others.
Extremely involved production sequence—The various processes by which things are made in living organisms are complicated in the extreme. Very lengthy production sequences are generally required. Each step in the procedure must follow other cor-
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rectly taken steps.
Coded instructions which are referred to and obeyed—Not
only are coded instructions provided for everything done in the cell,
but proteins and enzymes read and obey these instructions—as
though they had the brains to do this!
Ideal location of structures—Every component on or within
each organism is consistently located in the best place, in relation to
other components, space limitations, and maximum efficiency in
operation. Only careful planning could do this.
Narrowed limits everywhere—Wherever we turn in the natural world (here on earth and in the sky above us) we find that, what
is called, the “anthropic principle” is involved. An extremely narrow range of conditions exists where life can exist, stars can form,
and planets can revolve and orbit around the sun. This narrowed
range is found repeatedly by researchers, and is too compressed to
have been caused by accidents or coincidents.
Functional objects which provide an attractive, even beautiful appearance—Living creatures which are commonly seen are
generally quite attractive in appearance. The production of a beautiful form requires intelligent planning and execution. In addition,
attractive coloration is provided. Consider the color and shaping of
the cardinal, the robin, and many animals and trees. These are elements and attributes which are not necessary for survival, yet which
provide additional comfort and beauty. Only intelligence can produce beautiful things.
Excessive information content and capacity in life forms—
Such a capacity, far beyond the bare minimum needed for survival,
is repeatedly found. The brain power of mankind is remarkable.
The lower forms of life also show an abundance of capacity beyond
the amount needed for mere survival.
The characteristic of life itself—Within every living organism
is a mysterious something which cannot be initiated by any known
natural or human-induced device or method. Not even a superior
created intelligence could produce this. Only God could implant
life. In life, we are confronted with a continual miracle.
The total impossibility of any other means to produce and
maintain all these functions and organisms—All the functions
and structures in multiplied trillions of organisms must continually
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be cared for by an Intelligence out of and beyond ourselves. We are
told, “In Him we live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:28).
The existence and operation of basic, and other, natural laws
governing everything—Even the laws of nature had to be devised
and set in place. They did not spring into being automatically.
The existence, structure, and unvarying function of basic
elements of matter—Gaze within the atom. Why do the various
particles keep whirling about one another? There are puzzles here
which far exceed our understanding of basic matter and electrical
forces. The atomic structure, movements, and functions of the elements are amazing.
All of nature is simply too astounding—We are too quick to
take everything for granted. It is impossible for everything that exists—to exist—in its present useful form and function, much less in
any form or function; yet it does.
The inability of the opposing view to provide even one solid
scientific evidence in support of its theory—This is a very revealing fact. A “scientific theory” is not scientific, when it lacks the
underlying scientific evidence proving it to be worthwhile. Oh yes,
evolution includes theories built on theories. But the basic theory,
they are all piled on top of, is totally lacking in scientific evidence.
While Creationists are able to present a multitude of scientific evidences (such as are found in this present book), evolutionists can only reply with ridicule and efforts to stifle discussion—They dare not present valid scientific data to support their
theory, because they have none. The ridicule and lack of supporting
scientific evidence are abundantly seen in the articles they write in
scientific journals, attempting to refute Creationist books and articles.
————————————————————
EVOLUTION COULD NOT DO THIS

Because the quail builds her nest and sets on her eggs on the ground, it is
necessary that they all hatch at the same time. Not until the entire dozen or so
are laid, does the mother quail begin setting. Who told her to wait until then?
However, even then all the eggs do not develop at the same rate. Yet all hatch
out at the same time! Scientists eventually discovered the cause. The faster
ones click in their shells to the slower ones, and that causes the slower ones to
speed their development! Everything in nature is a continual amazement.

